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Background Information1



Objectives 2



Community and school

Poor waste management

Landslides, flooding

Poor water systems

Crowded classrooms due to 

many internally displaced 

children
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Watch videos of what is 

climate change

Make a presentation
Global Warming; Acid Deposition; 
Ozone Depletion

Lessons on climate change, 

global warming, etc taught

Glaciers Melting; Sea Level Rise; 
Food Production Decreases; 
Ecosystem Deterioration; Extreme 
Weather Increase.



Learn Green House Gases Sing Songs

We can count on trees 



Demonstrate understanding of 

Climate change concept in arts

Write letters to 

the future



Give their Chinese names

Distribute biscuits 

(snacks for every class) 

and listen a song

Play games



Message to the government

Build embankments along the sea Provide more waste carrying vehicles



Review the knowledge

Stick vivid pictures on papers  

about what they have learned 

few weeks ago.

Including:

 What is climate change.

 What is green house gases.

 What is air pollution.



Watch more movies 

introduction and explain 

it
The Day After Tomorrow
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The Number of Children Our  Solution

There are 107 kids in our classroom.

Divide into ten groups headed by ten delegates appointed 

by the children 

Each delegate is responsible for a group and they help 

relay between facilitators and  their mates .



Lack of concentration

The students sitting in the 

back of classroom may 

not be able to hear clearly

what the teacher is saying.

请在此处添加具

体内容，文字尽

量言简意赅

Throw the soft ball to 

pupils and let them 

answer the question.

Give a little prize if kids 

give the right answer.

Teach them a song.

Interact with the kids.



See computer screen not clearly

Because the computer screen is too 

small and there are too many 

students, the students sitting in the 

back row can't see the computer 

screen clearly.

 Let the children sit in a semicircle.

 Put the computer in a higher position.

 Change another way:

Draw pictures of knowledge on white 

paper and post them on the blackboard.



Still Problems



My feelings
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More Interesting Activities

 Make biscuits for 

every kid.

 Put their Chinese 

names on the 

biscuits. 



Best 

Memories



Your support
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Rechargeable projector

generator

speakers
Camera

microphone
Money (transportation, internet bundles, school fees for IDPs)

Snacks/gifts for kids
stationeries



What Have You !?



Thank You

Tina

2021.11.13


